Run/Circle Report
Run: 2588 - Joint Run with Gold Coast
Date: 30 September 2019
Location: Norfolk Tavern, Pascoe Road, Ormeau
Hares: Slab and Shat (Gold Coast)

In true hash style the following report was plagiarize lifted from Carefree’s run report publish on the Gold
Coast Hash website.

The story
If all else fails - RTFC or, Read The Farking Circular. However, I knew better and took the Ormeau Exit 54.
Others who read the run directions would have taken Exit 45. No problem, just a tour of the back blocks of
the suburb for 20 minutes, arriving at Norfolk Tavern from the west rather than east. I was then instructed to
order food immediately. Big Mistake! I could have been served 30 minutes earlier. But then it is The Hash,
things happen.
After all that I moved off with BRENGUN, recovering from a stint in GCUH after a tumble from his bike, or
maybe SHAT’S bike? What shape is it in SHAT? We strolled up Pascoe Road to meet SIR RABBIT and FOXTROT
who warned us to quickly retreat or we may never return. I was happy with that but the injured BRENGUN
said no, we should continue. Next we were on a path which took us like lemmings over a cliff. Down a
slippery slope and almost into a creek hidden at the bottom under roots - tree roots. We finally extricated
ourselves from this, BRENGUN had forgotten his light but ripped mine from my grasp leaving me floundering
in the mire. In time we got through to a grassy path which took us back to Halfway Drive. From there with
help from Google we struggled back to the pub exhausted and fell into the bar for a cool drink.
A little later a call to THE CIRCLE moved most in that direction. Later again in came our Great Leader GM
ICEMAN, damaged, almost beyond repair.
Dinner was eventually served with military precision and supervised and directed by TINKERBELL as usual.
Food was excellent, most taking advantage of $14 Pensioner Prices.
Altogether a good night well organised by SLAB, SHAT and a large cast from BH3
Run: 8/10
Circle: 7/10
Food: 8/10
OnOn Tweety
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